Abstract-Memory size occupation and memory access bandwidth are capital issues for high resolution video codec design because of the large scale of data, and the high power consumption especially for wireless terminals. An adaptive and random access-obeyed reference pictures memory compression (RPMC) scheme based on as small granularity as 2x2 blocks for 2-bit truncation is proposed in this paper to solve the problems. The impact of granularity in RPMC to memory access bandwidth during motion estimation and/or motion compensation is analyzed firstly. Then an adaptive RPMC scheme based on 2x2 block size is proposed, based on min-max scalar quantization (MMSQ). Finally, the results based on HM are provided which show that compared with the common used 4x4 block-based methods, little performance loss is introduced. At the same time, based on the adaptively merge scheme, the average memory access bandwidth is saved than the 4x4 block based method by up to 17%.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, in video coding or processing such as frame insertion, motion estimation (ME) is a popular tool to exploit the inter-frame correlation, which needs one or more encode-decoded frames to be stored in buffer for reference. As the frame size and bit-depth of common video materials are increasing, the codec buffer size is increasing accordingly. Nevertheless, limited by the hardware techniques, the frequently access to the reference frames causes large memory accessing bandwidth and high power consumption. [1] Vary kinds of works have been carried out to alleviate these memory-power consumptions. A traditional and effective method for memory access bandwidth reduction is by using cache [2] , which can avoid some of the repeat access, but is extremely expensive for the whole frame or even lines of uncompressed high definition video data. Thus, Reference pictures memory compression (RPMC) scheme could be considered to decrease both the memory access bandwidth and buffer size. To maintain the random access feature of reference frame buffer, the RPMC scheme needs to be based on certain unit size, and satisfy a fixed compression ratio, e.g. the most widely used one, from 10-bit/pixel to 8-bit/pixel, which is shown in Fig .1 .
As simple random access methods are concerned, the simplest RPMC scheme is fixed rounding, which equally introduces distortions to each pixel, which has been introduced in HEVC proposal as a simple solution [3] .To exploit the high correlation between adjacent pixels in one unit, the min-max scalar quantization (MMSQ) method [4] [5] based on 4x4 blocks was proposed by M. Budagavi etc., which is simple and efficient. MMSQ is compatible with none of the existed standards, so A. D. Gupte etc. proposed to transport the error of MMSQ from encoder to decoder, to avoid drift effect while using in h.264/AVC. [1] Z. Ma proposed a two-layer method, which applies a check board pattern down sample to get a base layer, and present the other samples as enhanced layer by their residuals with the interpolation values from the base layer. [6] This method is flexible, however, due to the down sampling, it could introduce aliasing artifact. J. Kim etc. proposed the method using Huffman based variable length coding table to achieve lossless compression. [7] This kind of methods has been utilized by some hardware designers. [8] , [9] However, this vlc table based method could not obey the principle of random access, which could increase complex computation and delay. Another technique of offset compensation is proposed to reduce the compression loss [10] . A lumachroma combined block based compression method provides more budget to luma data to decrease compression loss. [11] The above methods mostly compress video data based on blocks not smaller than 4x4 pixels, which did not consider about the align cost during data reading and International Conference on Mechatronics, Electronic, Industrial and Control Engineering (MEIC 2015) processing, which could introduce extra bandwidth waste. That is, the larger the granularity of the compression units is, the more memory access bandwidth will be wasted when the align/burst parameters of the memory are low, which will be analyzed in the next section. In this paper, considering the impact of granularity in RPMC, an adaptive RPMC scheme based on smaller block size (2x2), is proposed to lower the redundant memory bandwidth accessing especially when the align/burst parameters are low.
In next section, the impact of granularity in RPMC is analyzed. The proposed RPMC scheme based on 2x2 block is described. Then the performance of the proposed scheme is shown by experimental results. Conclusions are given at last.
II. GRANULARITY IN RMPC
During the process of motion estimation (ME) and motion compensation (MC), a rectangular area in each reference picture is generally accessed. Burst memory access is considered an efficient way in this case. In fact, since the compression units are generally stored in raster scan order, granularity in RPMC together with the align/burst parameter of memory simultaneously affect the memory bandwidth and random access performance, especially when CPU access the memory without cache. This is based on the following facts.
a
) The align address is determined by the compression unit size and the align parameter of memory. That is, the align address internal is the least common multiple (LCM) of them:
I=LCM(Palign, Nunit)≈max{Palign, Nunit} bitswhere Nunit is the bit budget for one compression unit.
b
) The basic access unit size is determined by compression unit size and burst parameter of memory. That is, the basic access unit size is S=LCM(Pburst, Nunit)≈max{Pburst, Nunit}bits
where Nunit is the bit budget for one compression unit. If S is determined by Pburst, the minimum access area is a rectangular with the width larger than height; while if S is determined by Nunit, the minimum access area is with a square shape similar with the compression unit. However, the height of the minimum access area will always be the height of the compression unit.
c
) The mismatch of align address/basic access unit size with MC rectangular area leads to redundant memory accesses anyhow.
According to the MV, the redundant access without caches could be calculated as follows.

where pi,j is the probability of MV's value be (i, j), in 1/M pixel; Nri,j is the redundant accessed data amount when MV is (i, j). Nri,j is determined by the differentiation between the actual access area and the size of the block doing MC.
where wai and hai are the width and height of the actually accessed area, and wb and hb are the width and height of the block doing MC which are fixed by the video coded stream. As the argument (b) denounced, the minimum access area could be with a rectangular or a square shape. The actually accessed area could be not a square but a rectangular area because of the minimum access area or the asymmetry of MV's component. The fixed rounding scheme is based on the smallest compression unit, i.e. one pixel [7] . Compared with it, the methods based on 4x4 blocks [8, 9] increase the memory access bandwidth remarkably (about 40%) when the align/  burst parameters are low. What's more, Flatness features of different block sizes are different, too. It is intuitive that smaller blocks are more flat and with more probability to be lossless compressed.
Based on the aforementioned facts, larger blocks tend to lead to more redundant memory access, and smaller blocks can help to achieve low memory access bandwidth no matter how much the align and burst parameters of memory are. Moreover, smaller blocks are more flat than the bigger ones, and can be compressed almost as efficiently as the bigger ones. Therefore, to tradeoff the compression efficiency and memory access bandwidth consumption, the 2x2 block size would be a flexible and reasonable solution.
III. 2X2 ADAPTIVE SCALING FOR REFERENCE PICTURES MEMORY COMPRESSION
Since the granularity of RFMC affect the access bandwidth seriously, the smaller the block is the lower the access bandwidth can be. When the compression ratio is lower, the access unit can be designed in a smaller size.
This contribution proposes to compress the pixel values by 2x2 unit size for compression from 10-bit depth to 8-bit depth, which is effective based on the following 2 reasons:
a) 
B. Compression Algorithm
When the reference pictures are to be compressed from 10-bit/pix to 8-bit/pix, the scaling algorithm is implemented as the concrete process shown in Fig .3 . Other compression ratios are similar. In this algorithm, the pixel value will be stored with no more than 2-bit lost in most cases (0-bit lost when S=0, 1-bit lost when S=1, 2-bit lost when S=2，3-bit lost but with offset when s=3).
The de-scaling process is shown in Fig .4 , which is inverse progress of those shown in Fig .3 .
In fact, this compression is lossless when the R=max-min<64. While 64<=R<128 and 128<=R<256, the residual will be stored separately, which could be accessed by an address table.
C. Reorganization of reference frame memory
The 2x2 unit brings smaller granularity and can be reorganized as larger ones, such as 4x4, 8x8, etc. Smaller granularity can bring less redundant access bandwidth with low align/burst parameters. Reorganized as larger units can By analyzing the size of unit to be compressed better for bandwidth's reduction, we make use of the 2x2 unit's flexibility and reorganize them when align/burst parameter is high.
The principle of reorganization is to match the unit size and burst size. That is, the combined-unit produced by reorganization should be as large as the burst size.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the effectiveness of the method and the impact to video compression efficiency, the experiments are all implemented on HEVC Model(HM) [12, 13] . In the experiments, we tested and compared the fixed rounding, several compression schemes based on 4x4 blocks [5, 10, 11] , and the proposed scheme based on 2x2 blocks.
In terms of memory access bandwidth, when the values of align/burst parameters are high, those based on 4x4 blocks have achieved remarkable memory bandwidth decrease with the cost of encoding efficiency slightly dropped off, as shown in Fig .5 The proposed method decreased the memory access bandwidth by 15~17% compared with the 4x4 block based methods when burst parameter is smaller than 64, and about 9% when burst parameter is 128. For large burst parameters the memory bandwidth can be kept the same as the 4x4 block based compression methods by the nonnormative trick that merges four 2x2 blocks to one 4x4 block as the basic unit for store and access. And compared with no compression scheme, on average, 9.1%~29.26% with RA, 14.32%~46.65% with LD of bandwidth is decreased by the proposed method.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A 2x2 block based RPMC scheme is proposed in this paper. By reducing the granularity of compression unit, memory access bandwidth has been distinctly decreased with little compression efficiency loss.
It is suitable for portable devices application. And by considering about the residual of compression in while MC being implemented, it is compatibility with the existed standards.
